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Due to their interesting properties, copper oxide played important roles in many industrial approaches according to its low 
cost preparation and many potential applications in catalysis. The advantage of hollow sphere particle over on the non-

hollow one was accepted according to its light weight, cage cover properties and its high surface area. Therefore, many attempts 
were reported on the synthesis of the hollow sphere of inorganic copper oxide. Some of them were relied on the template core 
which required many steps of procedures and some produced with non friendly procedure of such a high temperature. To 
overcome these drawbacks, we would like to propose the very simple wet method at only 400C in sonicator. The precursor used 
was CuSO4 solution mediated with a nonionic surfactant and ascorbic acid was used as the reducing agent. However, pH was an 
important parameter that must be adjusted to neutral. Later on the self assembly production of hollow copper oxide was yielded 
fascinatingly with the diameter of about 400-1500 nm as shown in Figure.

Figure: SEM of hollow sphere copper oxide produced by simple hydrothermal method with the magnification of 15000, 30000 
and 50000, respectively.


